Brain targeting of resveratrol through intranasal lipid vesicles labelled with gold nanoparticles: in vivo evaluation and bioaccumulation investigation using computed tomography and histopathological examination.
Resveratrol is a promising neuroprotective agent against neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's disease. Resveratrol-loaded transferosomes and nanoemulsions were developed and labelled with gold nanoparticles (GNPs). The water maze test was utilised to identify the effect on spatial memory recovery. The treated rats were examined for cellular uptake and bioaccumulation of drug in the brain using computed tomography (CT) and histopathological examination utilising GNPs as a biomarker. Compared with nanoemulsions, transferosomes displayed higher permeation of up to 81.29 ± 2.64% and higher fluorescence intensity with p < .05. Transferosomes significantly enhanced behavioural acquisition and spatial memory function in the amnesic rats compared with both the nanoemulsion formulation and the pure drug. CT effectively demonstrated the accumulation of GNPs in the brains of all treated rats, while superior accumulation of GNPs was observed in the rats that received the transferosome formulation. The histopathology also demonstrated GNP accumulation in the nuclei and cytoplasm in the brain tissues of both the transferosome- and nanoemulsion-treated groups. Therefore, the developed transferosomes may be considered as a well-designed brain targeting system that might further be applied for targeting many drugs to be used in the treatment of central nervous system diseases.